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Hardeep Singh Dhillon(6 April 1986)
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon  S/O S. Jaspal Singh was born in Village Sundran, P.O
Mubarikpur, Tehsil Dera Bassi (Punjab)    in India, on April 6,1986. He graduated
from Sri Sukhmani Institute of Engg and Tech, Dera Bassi, India, and completed
his Masters of Engg (batch 2008-10) , E&EC Deptt, from  P.E.C University of
Technology (formally Punjab Engg College) , Chandigarh Sector-12, Chandigarh-
160012, INDIA.
 
Actively Participated at various extracurricular events at national and
International level.
 
 
Hobbies: Writing poems and articles in Hindi, English and Punjabi.
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Dark Side
 
Dark side is always there
whether it's a day or night
Dark colour never faids it is true
but we must apply this thought twice.
 
As to be dark we always think about bad.
But when worst couldn't happen it is nice.
It is up to you whether you ulilize this darkness
to fill colour in other's life or to use it as a knife..
 
Darkness is only a parameter we should always
bear in our mind.
Dark is not always bad remember.
But darkness should not prevail at your heart or in your mind.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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Failure And Success
 
Impossible is nothing just take a challenge.
Once you take it you will feel better.
 
Thinking about the failure is not worth.
Just think success is yours.
 
One who cannot succeed is not the
end of the life.
 
Real warrior is who never feel he is
a loser.
But make a mind and fight back to become
victory's host.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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Friend And Foe
 
Who is your friend and who is foe.
But always try to make up joy.
 
Friends are here and there.
But true friend are not everywhere.
 
Every person who shakes hand with you.
Not necessary will pray for you.
 
The true friend is who always thinks about you.
He never leave you alone in sea of sorrow.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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How To Write Poetry At Heart
 
Imagination of truth
with permutation and combination.
 
Realization of heart
with simplicity without inclination.
 
Conservation of resources
With responsibility without favoritism.
 
Distillation of thoughts
with refinery without pollution.
 
Inscription of pen
with candid behavior without manipulation.
 
See, think, admirer and comment
without any discrimination.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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Journey Of Life
 
Man is like a tourist,
going through the journey of life.
Somewhere there is tough high upstream
and somewhere a low.
 
Life is like a shadow somewhere darker
one side and brighter at another.
A person who never sees behind is
the real warrior.
 
Living with no aim is useless.
With confidence at the peak get up,
and take the challenge.
Failures will always end in a success.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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Let Us Enjoy
 
Thousands of dreams in eyes but none come true
on the destiny chart.
Never gave up, always dream big and be smart.
 
Thinking is human tendency but never think so far.
Let us Enjoy this moment and collect some
light moments in your memory jar.
 
Never try to impose your personal intensions
on others.
You can't drive nature,
but should enjoy its fruitful moments together.
 
Enjoyment should not be relative and comparable,
with others. 
Individual intensions should be judging criteria
for all sisters and brothers.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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Life
 
Life is precious life is short,
But take care life is for all.
 
Life is blessing life is soul,
Life is inside you never try to steal it anymore.
 
Life is flora life is fruit
Never try to uproot its roots.
 
Life is tragedy life is sorrow
Try to lend also never always borrow.
 
Life is reality life is truth
Never challenge it is our strength.
 
Life is custom life is festival
Always try to celebrate it like a carnival.
 
Life is blossom life is a season
If you still have query there is no reason.
 
Life is happiness life is sacrifice
Forgive your enemies once you will feel pride.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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Permanent Is Nothing
 
In this large people of row,
Here there everywhere who bow.
Is the beloved of nature and god.
 
The tree which stand with ego tall,
Always has a fear of storm.
But the innocent grass at root,
Never has to think about air's blow.
 
It is the nature's rule,
first give and then take all.
If one has to gain,
he must obey this law.
 
In this journey of life,
permanent is nothing but all is fraud.
If one really want pleasure of life,
he should stay in thenature's law.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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That Is God
 
Brighter than future and helps us all,
That is God, That is God.
 
Nobody can see, touch or smell,
but is above all lords
That is God, That is God.
 
Who need no explanation or evidence,
but is jury of all
That is God, That is God.
 
Whether one is rich, black, a pauper or white,
one who sees us all with one eye
That is God, That is God.
 
Who gives blessing to us and strength in a brawl,
That is God, That is God.
 
You may call yourself Christian, Hindu or Muslim,
But who cares and look after us all
That is God, That is God.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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The Mask
 
In this world here there everywhere,
there is a fashion show.
Putting a mask on face,
has become a common game now.
 
The mask in itself has no identity,
but when it covers someone face it seems as a reality.
Making a mask is not difficult,
but hard to use it nicely.
 
Person who uses it for himself,
is worth never.
But one who utilize this mask for others,
is clever.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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Thought Of The Day
 
Live simple be smart,
feel good at heart.
 
Forget the pain and strain,
have rest, slow down and relax.
 
If all goes wrong, be strong,
don't lose heart, try not to escape but wait.
 
Sometime even this also fails,
be stout and try to sail.
 
Never hurt anyone or favours bad,
if you did, feel sorry and repent.
 
Never support evil, life is a true gift preserves it,
always try to change a bit.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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Todays Life
 
Whether for good or for bad
but time is changing without a lag.
 
Earlier people use to talk about wiser and truth.
Now a day they tell examples of big CORRUPT and fat.
 
People become subject of laugh who try to rise against
the river's flow.
And truth has become a thing of show,
getting a blow.
 
But the society in which we live is exceptionally
of morale low.
People try to outdate this truth reality
and called themselves modern and beginning
of a new show.
 
Hardeep Singh Dhillon
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